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Bananagrams--anagrams to drive you bananas--consist of rhymed 
couplets, each one containing a pair of anagrams to be solved. One of 
the rhyming words will always be an anagram, and the couplet itself will 
offer clues to help solve the anagrams. Answers will be found in Ans-
wers and Solutions at the end of the issue. 
Look, he said proudly, my socks are argyle. 
Lose them, she said xxxxxxx. Xxxxxxx. 
After six days. He took a vacation--
Cod' 5 xxxxxxxx to His xxxxxxxx. 
Those old 
No longer 
explorers have been put on 
P C--those xxxxx of xxxxx. 
Screwed and effed--
How I xxxx w hen she xxxx. 
• ice. 
Let' s hear it for the tearoom. Sound the trumpets. 
The teas are varied with a xxxxxxxx of xxxxxxxx. 
When Pord fell down, the press corps stared. 
No photos, please. said Xxxxxx who xxxxxx. 
According to that stone (Rosetta's) 
A xxxxxxxxx should not write xxxxxxxxx. 
To write one's name is every boy's dream. 
To do it in snow, first xxxxxx your xxxxxx. 
Life was much simpler, said Marshal Tito. 
The peasants didn't xxxx and I didn't xx xx. 
Men are from Mars. women from Venus. 
John Wayne Bobbitt xxxxx for his xxxxx. 
